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Student employment around BG
Aspen Strauss | Reporter

Grumpy’s

Jimmy John’s

Wings Over BG

Pisanello’s Pizza

Sterling’s Amish Deli

Grounds for Thought

STARTING WAGE
$4.40 plus tips for servers, or
starting $10-plus for cooks.

STARTING WAGE
$10 an hour but once you
learn everything you need
to, J.J. gives promotions very
quick.

STARTING WAGE
Cooks start off making $11 an
hour, the counter make $9 plus
tips, drivers get $6 plus tips.

STARTING WAGE
$10 plus tips working in the
kitchen, $6 for counter plus
tips, $5.50 for drivers plus tips.

STARTING WAGE
$9.00 plus tips.

STARTING WAGE
$8.90 for part time, higher pay
for full time.

ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS
You can do whatever you want
to do, cooking experience is
wanted, if you can’t drive you
can be on the cashier, whatever
you want to do they will see
what fits best.

ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS
Fairly intense training is more
specialized - art v.s skill and
you need to get a feel for it so
training will take longer than
others. You will start taking
orders over the phone, POF,
or learning to stretch dough.
All employees do dishes but
minor cleaning, and on a
rotation based schedule.

ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS
Salad prep, prep cook, server,
hostess, people are hired to
wash dishes.
WHY WORK HERE?
Grumpy’s is a fun place to
work, they open at 8 a.m. and
close at 2 p.m., you don’t have
to be here extremely early and
get to have your afternoons
on weekdays and weekends.
We work around your class
schedules and we’re very
flexible. Some people work for
two days, some work more.

ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS
Day one you start working
at J.J. you do everything,
wrapping sandwiches, moving
to bread you won’t start off
with dishes like normal places
would make you, we want you
to know how to do everything
in the shop so we start you off
doing everything you can.
WHY WORK HERE?
Very flexible on time and
schedules, we have some
people only work for 3 hours
others work till close.

WHY WORK HERE?
90% of BGSU students work
here, and that’s how it’s always
been. Managers understand
that kids go to school and they
don’t want to work 40 hours a
week or they don’t even want to
work 15-20 hours so we are very
flexible. If you have a paper due
the next day but have to work
we understand and you can
work and bring your paper to
work to multitask. We are very
understanding because we know
that school is a priority.

WHY WORK HERE?
Highly flexible and adaptable
and we also give student
opportunities outside
of campus as a different
perspective on day to day life
outside of the university setting
being directly on main street.
Provides a great opportunity to
see the other side of working
v.s on a college campus.

ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS
We start people in the kitchen,
line cooks, preparing food.
Basic cleaning prep - wiping
down tables, dishes, simple
cleaning, incorporating after
full training you can start to
work the phones, register, take
orders.
WHY WORK HERE?
Flexibility, small local owned
business so your work is
more valued and appreciated.
You can work part time, 20
hours,th a week or you can
work less depending on how
busy your schedule is.

ENTRY-LEVEL JOBS
Varies on where you want to
work such as bookstore, coffee
shop or working with the
grounds.
WHY WORK HERE?
Locally owned for 30+ years
many students work here and
you will start to grow skills that
will be with you for a lifetime
working with a small locally
owned business.

BG’s Quality Import Repair Specialist

We’ll get your car back up
and running in no time.

PROMPT COURTEOUS SERVICE
SINCE 1972
NOW ACCEPTING

DOMESTIC CARS

419-352-7031 • 12953 Kramer Rd. | Bowling Green
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LIFE Falcon 4 News
Aspen Strauss | Reporter

were unusable for hours. Showing error messages around 11:40 a.m. Eastern

Recreational Marijuana
coming to Ohio in 2022

Time, users noticed within minutes Facebook had disappeared from the

In 2016, legislature legalized medical marijuana in Ohio.

Social media shutdown
On Oct. 4, Facebook and its family of apps, like Instagram and WhatsApp,

internet.
Speculations surfaced since the initial shutdown and KrebsonSecurity

According to the Ohio Capital Journal, as of May 2021, 19 states reported
sales and in addition generated statewide budgets. Cities and towns have also

world’s computers how to find its various online properties.”

generated new revenue from local adult-use cannabis taxes.
In late August, Ohio approved ballot language for recreational cannabis

media platforms crashed for over five hours, but what is agreed upon is that

legalization. This could take the form of forcing the state legislature to vote

Facebook’s Domain Name System records became unreachable. The question

through the traditional legislative process or through an initiated statute by a

posed: “why did the BGP routes disappear in the first wired?”

group called Coalition to Regulate Mairjuana.

“This is a massive hack tied to Sunday night’s ‘60 minute episode in which
a facebook whistleblower said that Facebook is intentionally misleading the
public,’” according to an article from Vice.
In reality, it could’ve been a simple mistake causing the crash, but
conspiracies have come up and previous problems are causing even more
speculation to be fired at Facebook.
Since the shutdown users have fled to the last standing social media

Either would work to legalize the possession of marijuana for personal
use or for anyone older than 21 years of age.
Researchers believe that legalizing marijuana will generate more taxes for
the state than alcohol does. Ohio generated $113.6 million in taxes on alcohol
The Tax Foundation has already predicted Ohio’s future for state tax
collection from legalization, which is predicted at $220 million annually.
The initiated statue is gathering signatures to send their language to the

a good thing that the platforms crashed. Users feel as if the world would be

Ohio legislature; as of now and if the legislature doesn’t take action on the bill,

better without social media consuming our lives.

organizers, if received enough signatures, could put the issue on the ballot in

currently not working, as are democracy, society and a healthy sense of self.”
All of these platforms are up and running again but if there’s one thing
internet users have learned since the crash, it’s that conspiracy theories can
spread across the internet just fine without Facebook.

COVID-19 Update
As of Sept. 29, cases have surged to 90 new cases and an average of 73 new

Ohio as early as November 2022.

Critical shortage of
Type-O blood in hospitals
announced on Sept. 28, that donors are needed to alleviate a critical shortage
of O blood type.
Due to the Delta variant causing a surge in COVID-19 cases across the

cases reported each day, according to the Ohio Department of Health.
Wood County is now at a total of 16,410 total cases and 210 deaths have

many people delayed giving amid a return to the workplace and in-person

occurred.

learning. As the cases began to spike, blood donor participation decreased

On Oct. 3rd the CDC, reported that Ohio’s population with one dose of

10%.
Amidst the decrease in blood product distributions, hospitals have been

the vaccine is at 54.5% and 50.4% are fully vaccinated. In total 12.2 million

able to remain strong throughout their storages and significantly outpacing

total doses have been given and 5.9 million are fully vaccinated.

blood donations in recent weeks. Since 2015, the National Red Cross Blood

Eligible Ohioans can now get their COVID-19 booster shots at a
pharmacy, federally qualified health center, doctor’s offices, community
vaccination site or a local health department.
Dayton Daily News has reported that although the state has hit
another peak in COVID-19 cases, experts are saying that this could be the
pandemic’s last great wave. Recent data has now shown that the Delta
variant may be beginning to decline in Ohio.

What’s the most important
aspect of a job for a
college student?
HANNAH
BLOAM
SENIOR
Biology

“I think the most important
aspect is that the job fits within
your schedule and respects
when you can’t come in during
the days you have class.”

JOE
LATTANZIO
JUNIOR
Marketing

“I think a job has to have a good
work environment and is a place
where I am able to learn new
skills. If the job doesn’t have
that, then I won’t feel like I’m
gaining anything from it.”

Across the Ohio and Michigan region in the U.S., the American Red Cross

country, blood donor turnout has reached the lowest levels of the year as

In total, the state of Ohio is at 1.43 million cases with 22,273 deaths.

STREET

sales last year therefore making an 8% increase since 2019.

platform, Twitter, where memes were quickly made and many feel as if it’s

@TheTweetOfGod tweeted at 12:21 p.m.; “Instagram and Facebook are

ON
THE

a total of $7.9 billion dollars in tax revenue from legal, adult-use maijuana

reported, “Sometime this morning Facebook took away the map telling the
Theorists have been all over social media as to why our beloved social

PEOPLE

has stated that their inventory is the lowest it’s been at this time of year with
less than a day’s supply of certain blood types.
The O-positive blood type is the more common blood type, 38% of the
population obtain O-positive, whereas only 7% of the population have this

LIBERTY
MESSER
SOPHOMORE
Intervention
Specialist

“Being flexible with time is
definitely crucial when working
while being a student. They have
to be willing to work around my
classes because school is my
top priority.”
KATHERINE
MORRISROE
SOPHOMORE
Social Work

O-negative blood type.
If able, reach out and schedule an appointment to give blood or platelets
by using the Red Cross Blood Donor App. Or, you can visit RedCrossBlood.
org, call (1-800-733-2767) or find a blood drive clinic close to you.

“I believe a job that’s both
patient and understanding with
you is important while being
a student because of how
stressful school can be.”

BGSU
UPCOMING
EVENTS
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LIFE Falcon 4 Entertainment
Your weekly recommendation of a movie,
book, TV show and album

Jacob Jennings | Reporter

Movie:
Wednesday, Oct 6th

SELF-CARE
STREET FAIR
BTSU, ROOM 201
// 12PM
Wednesday, Oct 6th

FAS: BRIAN SNOW
CELLO PROFESSOR

BRYAN RECITAL HALL
// 8PM
Friday, Oct 8th

FALCON FAMILY
WEEKEND
BTSU, MULTIPURPOSE
ROOM // 3PM
Saturday, Oct 9th

LADY PARTS
COMEDY SHOW
EDUCATION BUILDING 115
// 7PM

Book:

A River Runs Through It (1992)
This ‘90s classic is based on a true
story written by Norman Maclean
and directed by Robert Redford. It
depicts the life of two brothers in
the early 1920s in rural Montana,
Norman (Craig Sheffer) and Paul
(Brad Pitt). The film starts out with
the early life of the boys learning
how to fly fish on the Big Black Foot
River with their minister father (Tom
Skerritt). Here is where the character
development of the two brothers
really begins with mischief, fly fishing
and God. Becoming teenagers,
Paul shows his rebellious side while
Norman is more of a wingman to
his little brother, all while keeping a
close eye on him. Younger brother
Paul stayed home for his education
and is a reporter in Helena, after
several years of college on the East
Coast, Norman comes home to see
his town has changed in his absence.
The night life of illegal gambling
saloons and frequent nights in jail are
taking a toll on Paul, Norman realizes
his brother needs him in every way.
Fly fishing seems to be the only thing
keeping the family bond together. “A
River Runs Through It” is available on
Hulu or Prime Video.

Safe Haven by Nicholas Sparks
(2010) Trigger Warning: Domestic
Violence & Stalking
In this Nicholas Sparks hit, a
mysterious young woman named
Katie shows up in the North Carolina
coastal town of Southport. Katie’s
sudden presence has locals talking
about what her past could entail.
Keeping her social encounters short
in town, she befriends her neighbor
Jo and slowly forms a friendship with
local store owner, Alex. Jo becomes
the person Katie can rely on, while
slowly getting closer to romance with
Alex. Katie begins to settle into small
town life while becoming attached
to Alex and his family but seems to
always be looking over her shoulder.
Katie’s dark past seems to be the
only thing holding her back from
love with Alex. Katie soon realizes
that she must choose to either face
her fears and plant her roots or stay
on the run. Her past sent her on the
cross country journey to her current
destination but can love be enough
to save her?

Saturday, Oct 9th

TV Show:

Album:

In this FX smash hit, Jackson “Jax”
Teller (Charlie Hunnam) is the
wonder boy, vice president of the
California motorcycle club of Sons
of Anarchy. This series dives into
government corruption, racism,
violence, love, all as an analogy of
human development.
This action packed show gives
the viewers a real life glimpse of a
club member, all while following
the life of Jax as he juggles his
responsibilities to the club, love and
fatherhood. With internal feuds
with his stepfather, who is also the
president of the club, Jax wonders if
there is a bigger purpose to his life
as a member of the club. As tensions
with rival gangs rise throughout the
show, Jax has to prove his leadership
all while showing the viewer how
love for his family and his club is
true motivation. After finding his real
father’s memoirs, who was a former
president of the club, Jax goes on an
emotional journey throughout the
show trying to figure out the path
of the future of the club. Jax begins
to question his life, love, loyalty and
relationships in his life. Brotherhood,
betrayal and blood are the three
perfect words to describe this
explosive hit! Available on Hulu.

The album, ‘Circles’ embodies the
evolution of Mac Miller and his
music. Miller started his music career
with spunky, funny rap, this album
has that along with his emotional
vibe all in one. With the wild visuals
to go along with the original sound,
Mac Miller’s first album since his
death with nothing short of an
exclamation point to his short life.
From subtle songs like “Circles,” to
emotional, revealing songs such
as “Once a Day,” Miller gives his
listeners a variety of spunky lyrics
to emotional verbage to embody his
later years of life. I have been a fan
of Mac Miller and his music since he
began in the early 2010s, this album
is the culmination of his evolution as
an artist. My personal favorites from
the album are, “Woods” and “Once
a Day.” Each of these songs show
a different style of the artist, Miller
shows his rap skills in “Woods,” and
his emotional hurting side in “Once
a Day.” The whole album is a chill
experience rather than some of his
earlier work which has more of a
true rap feel. I highly recommend
this album and anything Mac Miller.
Most dope forever! Available on all
music streaming services.

ANDREW BAILEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

DESIGNERS:

Sons of Anarchy (2008-2014)

Circles by Mac Miller (2020)

AWESTRUCK DANIEL MARTIN
CELEBRITY MAGICIAN

BTSU BALLROOM
// 8PM
Monday, Oct 11th

NATIONAL COMING
OUT DAY
THE UNION OVAL
// 12PM TO 3PM
For More Information
on The Arts, Theatre,
Musical Arts, and Other
Events visit the following:
>> EVENTS.BGSU.EDU
>> DOWNTOWNBGOHIO.ORG

bg
news

101 Kuhlin Center

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Email: andbail@bgsu.edu
Website: bgfalconmedia.com
Advertising: 101 Kuhlin Center
Phone: (720) 219-5947

MEGAN FINKE
MANAGING EDITOR

NEALA ATKINSON
ALEX PETERSON
KYLE NELSON
MARISSA HURD
TYLER HASUL
TIM RICKETTS
HANNAH MCFARLAND
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“I believe that students
take away experience from these
part-time jobs and it is a great
value beyond the immediate
financial compensation.
The collaboration, creativity
and commitment to get the job
done with excellence is a great
complement to what happens
in our classrooms”
— Dawn Frieson —

Director of Student Employment Services

PHOTOS BY TYLER HASUL AND TIM RICKETTS

Average time
students spend working
on campus per week

3,500+

12-15hrs

Unemployment rate in
Bowling Green

Numbers 25-65
Number of job openings are at an
all time high according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
“we have more people retiring than
people of working age and skill”

Starship robots
in operation
on BGSU’s
campus at any
given time.

PHOTOSPHOTOS
BY BRIONNA
SCEBBISCEBBI
BY BRIONNA

57%

United States

Students
working on
campus

5.5%
3.3%

Unemployment rate in
Wood County

60.8% 61.7%

Ohio

75,000
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Wood County

Job postings on
Handshake this past
academic year
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Church Directory

S U N DAYS
9:30AM & 11AM DOWNTOWN BG
252 S MAIN ST

11:30AM ON CAMPUS
UNION BALLROOM

Peace church elca
1021 W. Wooster at Martindale
419-352-0241 • facebook.com/groups/120662287240/
No Requirements • No Restrictions • No Judgement!

@H2OCHURCHBG

HOLY MASS
SATURDAY

Celebrating God’s Love for All!

SUNDAY

Live streams Sunday worship at 10 a.m. on Facebook:
Peace Lutheran Church, ELCA, Bowling Green, Ohio
Those present at worship physical distance and wear a mask!

“Creating Christ-Connected Community”

WWW.H2OCHURCH.COM

We invite you to worship with us
and look forward to meeting you soon!

5:00 PM
10:00 AM
5:00 PM
9:00 PM

www.sttomsbg.org • 425 Thurstin St., BG, OH • Find us on social media @sttomsbg

In Christ,
We Reach Up.
Reach Out,
Reach In.

SUNDAYS / 9:30 & 11AM
GATHERING ON CAMPUS IN OLSCAMP 101
brooksidechurch.net

sunday worship services
8:00am, 9:30am, and 11am
visit stmarksbg.org
for more information
campus ministry
cassie mugler, cassie@stmarksbg.org

EKEN
THIS WE

D!

315 S. College Dr. (2 blocks from campus) | stmarksbg.org

PRAY | LEARN | SERVE | BELONG

St. Thomas More University Parish
S
tudents come to BGSU with lots
of goals in mind. College is a
time for seeking knowledge and
understanding, for personal growth and
transformation, and for discovering new
and lasting relationships. The Catholic
Community at St. Thomas More University
Parish offers all of that and More!
Located across the street from Einstein
Bros. Bagels and McDonald Hall at
425 Thurstin Street, St. Tom’s is a short
distance from wherever you are! And we’re
here to be your Home away from Home!
“When I was a freshman at BGSU, I got
involved in the Catholic Ministries here
because I was looking for a community
that would support, encourage, and
challenge me,” says pastor, Father Jeff
Walker. “I was actually looking for a frat
to join and stumbled upon the Catholics
seemingly by accident. Now I might say
it was Divine Providence. What I found in
the Catholic Community was a group of
really solid people who became life-long
friends and who, to this day, are still some
of the most joyful people I know!”
You’ll find students hanging out during
the week playing pool, having a jam
session at the piano, or playing video
games in Fireside Lounge. You’ll meet
plenty of folks eating free food at “Thou
Shall Chow,” studying in the Antioch
Library, burning off some energy in the
Seton Hall gymnasium, soaking up the
sun in the courtyard, or enjoying the
silence of a late-night visit to the chapel.
Sunday Masses are the highlight of the
Sunday Masses are the highlight of the
week, of course, but students, faculty,
and staff alike often take advantage of
the opportunity for a quick 30-minute
Mass during the week at lunch or after
their afternoon classes. We host all-day
Eucharistic Adoration on Thursdays
(8am-Midnight) and the chapel comes
alive on Wednesday nights at 9pm for
our weekly Night of Worship with Praise
Music, Eucharistic Adoration, and the
Sacrament of Confession.

Father Jeff Walker
For Catholic Falcons who are
looking to grow deeper in their faith,
opportunities can be found on campus,
at St. Tom’s, and even virtually for
Bible Studies, a 3-day Fall Retreat,
and speakers on topics of theology,
philosophy, and morality. The Catholic
Falcon Community hosts tons of
socials, services opportunities, and
alternative spring break trips.
Some students have so much fun they
never want to leave! The Newman
Catholic Living Community is an
intentional community of disciples
immersed in a Catholic way of life who
live right here at St. Tom’s. Apartment
rental applications for the following
academic year open in October for
those who want to immerse themselves
in faith and friendship.
We’re so glad to have students back on
Campus this Fall and to welcome our
new students to the BGSU community!
“On behalf of the entire St. Thomas
More community, I want to welcome
you to Bowling Green and invite you to
discover the depths of God’s goodness
and love with us at St. Tom’s! You’re
always welcome at our little piece of
paradise on Thurstin!” Catholics will
find here the Sacraments that they
know and love. Non-Catholics will find
opportunities to explore the truth,
goodness, and beauty of the Catholic
Church. There’s really something for
everyone!

“It is Jesus that you seek
when you dream of happiness;
He is waiting for you
when nothing else you find satisfies you.”
– Saint John Paul II –

For more information, come see us in person,
visit us online at www.sttomsbg.org,
check us out on Facebook, Insta, and Twitter
(@sttomsbg), or text STTOMS to 84576
for more info on ministries and events!
HOLY MASS FOR THE
LORD’S DAY

NIGHT OF WORSHIP

WEEKDAY 30-MINUTE MASS

PRAISE MUSIC,
EUCHARISTIC ADORATION
CONFESSION
Wednesday @ 9 p.m.

RECONCILIATION

QUIET EUCHARISTIC
ADORATION
Thursday 8 a.m. - 11:59 p.m.

Saturday @ 5 p.m.
Sunday @ 10 a.m., 5 p.m. & 9 p.m.
Mon., Wed. & Fri. @ 12:30 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. @ 5:30 p.m.

Mon., Wed. & Friday @ 11:30 a.m.
Tues. & Thurs. @ 6 p.m.
Sat. & Sun. @ 4 p.m.
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Queer Poetry Night
Heidi Gasser | Reporter
Gretchen Troxell | Reporter

On Oct. 3rd, BGSU students
and organizers kicked LBGTQ+
History Month off with the first of
many events: Queer Poetry night
at the Oaks Dining Hall.
The night consisted of a
mellow atmosphere and students
were welcomed to share poetry
with an open-mic style set up.
Some shared more serious pieces
regarding their adversities in
being a part of the LGBTQ+
community, while others went for
some laughs with short, punchy
comedy.
The theme of the night was
“being.” Notecards and booklets
were placed at each table, giving
the audience an outlet to express
themselves and explore their
own writings. Even Freddie and
Frieda Falcon grabbed a pen and
allowed students to present their
poetry.
Regardless of style, LGBTQ+
event coordinators like Shayauna
Newsom wanted the point of the
event to be giving a safe space for
queer voices.
Newsom is a graduate student
in the College Student Personnel
Program at BGSU. As a member
of the LGBTQ+ community, their
work involving programs for
queer and transgender youth is
especially meaningful
“I share community with my
students,” said Newsom.

“If we ever get to
a point where we’re
saying that we
are doing enough,
then we need to
reevaluate.”
— Shayauna Newsom —
LGBTQ+ event coordinator

“We consistently talk about
these seats at the table and making
sure we have all the students at the
seats of the table, but my biggest
priority is making sure that when
they’re at the table, they’re enjoying
the conversation; they’re enjoying
the meal; there’s a meal there for
them specifically,” Newsom said.
These events are not new to
BGSU. Poetry night has become
a fan favorite over the years, but
last year COVID-19 prevented the
community from safely gathering
together for these activities. This
year these events are permitted to
continue.
Throughout October, the BGSU
Division of Diversity and Belonging
is hosting a multitude of events
including educational sessions

PHOTO BY GRETCHEN TROXELL

for LGBTQ+ individuals and
entertainment events.
The BGSU Office of Multicultural Affairs, located within
the Division of Diversity and
Belonging, is a campus organization dedicated to creating a safe
educational space, especially for
those marginalized for being a
part of various minorities.
Along with organizing collaborative events for students and
faculty, OMA and LGBTQ+ Resource Center provide additional
resources for further action and
education.
One service being offered
is the Safe Zone Program. This
workshop serves to educate
individuals on allyship and how
to provide support to their peers
while specialized staff sessions
aim to provide training for faculty
members.
Newsom recognized that
like other inclusive efforts,
LGBTQ+ awareness is an ongoing
priority that requires consistent
cooperation to keep up with an
ever-changing society.
“If we ever get to a point
where we’re saying that we are
doing enough, then we need
to reevaluate,” Newsom said of
BGSU’s LGBTQ+ initiatives.
Newsom said allyship,
awareness and education should
last more than one month a year.
“People are gay all year,” they
said. n

NAMI, USG discuss
mental health advocacy
Nia Lambdin | Reporter
BGSU’s Undergraduate Student
Government held a meeting
about mental health, along with
the passing of new bylaws and
constitution amendments.
National Alliance on Mental
Health Advocate Brianna Snow
spoke on the stigmatizing and
difficulty of mental health in
front of the undergraduate
student government.
“Mental health is very
stigmatizing. You’re not
supposed to have weaknesses
in this world. So having to
ask for help is something that
is really difficult. We help
individuals get services that
they need,” she said.
Snow said students are
struggling to readjust to the
new campus life. Those who
were fully online are now
stepping into unrealistic
expectations of understanding
campus, organizations and
juggling in-person classes.
“It is really difficult to come
back to this environment and
be expected to know what to
do,” she said. “There is a lot less
lenience and empathy being
shown from professors.”
“We are suddenly being
thrust back into this unrealistic
expectation that we can juggle a
ton of things,” she said.
To help those struggling
with mental health, Snow said
that awareness and knowledge
of resources are important and
other options a student can go
to for help.
The Wood County Crisis
Line is one of the many
resources around Bowling

Green that help those in need.
NAMI will be hosting a Self-Care
Street Fair on campus on Oct. 6
from noon to 3:00 p.m.
USG unanimously passed
new USG Governing Bylaws
and one new addition to the
USG Governing Constitution.
The constitution now allows
a Multicultural/Accessibility
Advocate and Student Labor
representative within the USG
Senate.
According to the revised
bylaws, the Multicultural/
Accessibility Advocate Senator
“is an individual who considers
themselves an ally to students
with differing levels of ability
and is passionate about creating
a more inclusive environment
on campus.”
The Student Labor Senator
“is an undergraduate student
who is employed either parttime or full-time on campus,”
per the bylaws.
The Academic Affairs Chair,
Internal Affairs Chair and
Student Affairs Chair will receive
a $500 scholarship starting the
next academic year.
The Anti-Discrimination
and Equal Representation
Opportunities Policy was
also voted into the bylaws
containing a new rule requiring
the USG to provide equal
representation opportunities
and being respectful and
responsive to every difference.
One new officer was sworn in:
Joseph Blair; International
Fraternity Council senator. n

“Mental health is very stigmatizing.
You’re not supposed to have weaknesses in
this world. So having to ask for help
is something that is really difficult.
We help individuals get services
that they need.”
— Brianna Snow—
Mental Health Advocate

SPORTS

n BGSU football heads into the MAC
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n BGSU volleyball continues dominant start

BGSU loses in
second-half shutdown
Steven Iwanek | Reporter

Austin Osborne and Charles Rosser pose for a photo

PHOTOS COURTESY OF BGSU ATHLETICS

WHAT TO EXPECT
from BGSU Football heading into MAC play

Drew Terhall | Reporter

W

hat a difference a
year has made for the
BGSU football team.
Last year, they
were 0-5 and were
outscored by an average of 33.6 points
per game. The defense couldn’t stop
the run and the offense couldn’t throw
the ball.
Now, the Falcons are 2-2 coming
off an impressive win over Minnesota
on the road. For head coach Scot
Loeffler, the win over Minnesota was
his first road win in his tenure. This is
also the first time under Loeffler that
BGSU won back to back games.
New defensive coordinator Eric
Lewis has worked his magic on the
defense. In just four games, BGSU is
only giving up 20 points per game and
172.8 rushing yards per game. In the
first four games last year, the defense
gave up 48.5 points per game and 339
rushing yards per game.
Quarterback Matt McDonald is
now the focal point of the offense after
a rough and injury-filled season a
year ago. In the shortened season last
year, he threw for 712 yards with one
touchdown and six interceptions. Now
in the first four games of this year,
he is throwing for 886 yards with two
touchdowns and two interceptions.

“

That’s the weakness
in us right now.
We’re struggling
to run the football.
We’re throwing it
well enough, but we’re
not balanced.

“

—Scot Loeffler —
Head Football Coach
At his post-game press conference
after beating Minnesota, Loeffler
said veteran defensive lineman Karl
Brooks thinks the team is heading on
the right path.
“Karl said the best thing to me.
When we started this two years ago,
he didn’t think it was going to work.
But he looked at our staff today
and our players and said ‘It works,’”
Loeffler said.
The win over Minnesota is a
monumental win for the rebuilding
program. With back-to-back wins, the
team is looking better than expected.
During the offseason, Loeffler
said in his third year he wants to see
improvement. He also said year four
is when the team will be competitive.

In his press conference Monday
before playing Kent State, Loeffler
said the win over Minnesota didn’t
affect how they view the rebuild. He is
still focused on improving this team
and the program.
He also said he is trying to teach
his players about moving forward
after a big win.
“We’re trying to educate our
players that (Minnesota) is over and
it’s time to move on. I think they have.
I know they have, actually. They’re
pretty focused and driven to try to
give ourselves, our team, a chance to
compete this Saturday against a really
good football team,” Loeffler said.
With how the team is playing
now, fans should expect to watch
competitive MAC games this year.
Right now, the team is in the
middle of year three and four in
Loeffler’s plan. This team will be in a
lot of games this season.
The team is still young and will
have a roller coaster of a conference
season. It wouldn’t be shocking to
see the team get blown out in a few
games against the better MAC teams.
Loeffler said the defense and
the team overall will improve with
another offseason.
>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

On Sept. 25, Bowling Green spoiled
Minnesota’s homecoming night.
They were looking to continue their
momentum against Kent State on
Oct. 2, but fell short 27-20 at Dix
Stadium.
The game was a classic back and
forth, with both teams trading scores
and struggling to gain the upper
hand on each other.
The Golden Flashes jumped out
to an early 10-3 lead on the Falcons,
with running back Marquez Cooper
punching in a four-yard touchdown
to lead the way.
In the second quarter, kicker
Nate Needham nailed a 52-yard field
goal — his career long — to trim the
lead to 13-6 at halftime. Needham
finished the game with a perfect 2/2
on his field goals.
Coming out of halftime, Taron
Keith returned the opening kick 76
yards to the Flashes’ 15 yard line,
where quarterback Matt McDonald
found Tyrone Broden for a four-yard

passing touchdown to tie the game
at 13.
The Falcons took the lead 20-13
later in the third quarter with a
12-yard touchdown run from Nick
Mosley.
And that would be the Falcons’
last addition to the scoreboard in
Kent.
Marquez Cooper added another
rushing touchdown to his stat line in
>> CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Julia Walz

BGSU player of the week
Drew Terhall | Reporter
Libero Julia Walz continues to be a
defensive force this season.
Walz was named MAC Volleyball
East Division Defensive Player of
the Week. Her leadership on the
defensive side of the court helped
the Falcons sweep Buffalo in backto-back matches.
Personally, she led the team in
digs in both matches. Walz had 15
digs on Oct. 1 and 21 digs on Oct.
2. Her 21 digs was her highest total
in a three-set match.
As a team, BGSU held Buffalo to
.118 and .120 hitting percentages
in each match. The Falcons held
the Bulls to under a .100 hitting
percentage in three sets between
both matches.

Walz also tallied six assists and
two service aces over the two
matches.
This is the second straight
week Walz has been recognized
with this award. Walz will have
the opportunity to make it a third
straight week against Northern
Illinois and Western Michigan this
weekend.
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BGSU volleyball continues
dominant start, sweeps Buffalo
Drew Terhall | Reporter
Falcons volleyball is on a warpath
right now, after sweeping Buffalo on
Oct. 2 for the second day in a row.
They now have a five-game
winning streak, with the last four
being conference games.
During this stretch, they have
played 16 sets and only lost one, to
Arkon on Sept. 25.

“

We’re going to
continue to get
better every
single day.
There’s always
room for
improvement

“

—Julia Walz —
Libero, Senior Volleyball
Senior Julia Walz said this team
still has to prepare for strong
opponents like Buffalo.
“We’re going to continue to get
better every single day. There’s
always room for improvement,”
Walz said.
The first set was the closest in
the match.

Buffalo limited their mistakes, only
committing three attack errors in the
set. But the kills didn’t come for them,
as they only had 10 kills in the set.
BGSU committed seven attacking
errors in the set, but had 17 kills to
give them a 25-20 set win.
From that point on, BGSU only
had eight attacking errors. Buffalo
imploded with 16 attacking errors
between the second and third set.
BGSU won the second and third
sets 25-18. The Falcons didn’t reach
past 17 kills in each set, but found
other ways to score.
Outside of Buffalo handing BGSU
points, the Falcons had nine total
blocks and four aces in the match.
Teamwide, BGSU had 43 kills while
Buffalo had 33 kills.
The Bulls finished the game with
a .118 hitting percentage, and the
Falcons more than doubled them for
a .262 percentage.
Sophomore Milla Malik led the
Bulls with 11 kills and was the only
Bull to finish the match with doubledigit kills.
For the Falcons, it was senior
Katelyn Meyer’s turn to lead the team
in kills with 13. Junior Petra Indrova
was close behind with 12 kills.
Redshirt freshman Kat Mandly
chipped in nine kills for the team.
Head Coach Danijela Tomic said

Mandly is still learning to become
more consistent, but has shown she
is committed to becoming better.
“We love to coach her. She
wants to get better, she’s completely
bought in. She watches the video
with us all the time. The future is
bright,” Tomic said.
BGSU will look to extend their
hot streak next weekend. On Oct. 8,
Northern Illinois visits the Stroh at
6 p.m. EST.
On Oct. 9, Western Michigan
is in town with the match starting
at 5 p.m. EST. The last time the
Broncos were in the Stroh Center
was April 3, the day the Falcons beat
them to win the MAC conference
tournament. If they can pull out
a couple upsets between their
remaining home games and their
road games, they can reach six wins.
It is unlikely the team will reach a
bowl game, but it’s not impossible.
Whatever the outcome may
be, this year’s conference play
is crucial for the program. With
good conference play and another
offseason, BGSU could be set up for
a MAC championship run sooner
rather than later
Coverage of all Falcon sports
can be found on Falcon Radio
and WBGU-FM as well as
FalconMedia.com.

WHAT TO EXPECT continued from page 9
“We need another year of strength
and conditioning and another year
of age. That’ll occur the same on
offense. We need to get old. We’re too
damn young right now,” Loeffler said.
With the inexperience comes
penalties and inconsistent play.
Even after a relatively clean
performance against Minnesota, in
which they had four penalties, BGSU
is still the second-most penalized
team in the MAC.
Once BGSU plays teams with more
experience, it could be a struggle for
this team to compete against them.
The Falcons have enough talent to be
a factor in the MAC, but don’t have
the experience to gain an edge in a
game.
It’s no secret the defense has been
carrying this team to victory. The
offense has been lagging behind in
developing.
BGSU went from a running team
last year to a passing team this year.

Loeffler said this offense should
improve during the season. Right
now, the lack of a running game is
dragging down the offense.
“That’s (offense) the weakness in
us right now. We’re struggling to run
the football. We’re throwing it well
enough, but we’re not balanced,”
Loeffler said.
This offense should make it easier
for more experienced defenses to
shut them down. The team is too
reliant on their defense.
Despite the offensive struggles,
BGSU should still have a shot at
winning games in the MAC.
“Offensively we need to improve.
But when you’ve got two phases
of your team clicking in the right
direction, you’ve got a chance,”
Loeffler said.
Looking ahead, the Falcons have a
winnable home schedule. They have
Akron and Ohio University at the
Doyt. Both teams have struggled to

open the season. The Zips are 1-3
and the Bobcats are 0-4.
At a minimum, BGSU should win
those two home games. They should
be in at least four close games and
could be blown out in two games.
The Falcons can flirt with a
bowl-eligible record. If they can pull
out a couple upsets between their
remaining home games and their
road games, they can reach six wins.
It is unlikely the team will reach a
bowl game, but it’s not impossible.
Whatever the outcome may
be, this year’s conference play
is crucial for the program. With
good conference play and another
offseason, BGSU could be set up for
a MAC championship run sooner
rather than later.
Coverage of all Falcon sports
can be found on Falcon Radio
and WBGU-FM as well as
FalconMedia.com.

BGSU loses
continued from page 9

rushing touchdown to his stat line
in the third quarter to tie things at
20 for the Flashes, and later in the
fourth, quarterback Dustin Crum
gave the Flashes a 27-20 lead, and
ultimately the win.
The game, in which the Flashes
were favored by 16.5, played out
like a heavyweight battle. Falcons’
Head Coach Scot Loeffler was
proud of his team’s effort, but said
they need to continue to improve.
“I thought that was one heck of
a football game and both teams
gave tremendous effort,” Loeffler
said. “We’re better, but we’re just
still not good enough.”
McDonald echoed his coach’s
words, but feels like his team is
really close.
“You can tell this is a different
team; It’s not even close,”
McDonald said. “We know how
good we can be and we’re still
not there. It’s a process and we’re
going to continue to get better
and better every week.”

“

I thought that
was one heck of a
football game and
both teams gave
tremendous effort.
We’re better, but
we’re just still
not good enough.

UPCOMING
EVENTS:
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7TH

VS
BGSU VS. GSU // 7PM
MENS SOCCER

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8TH

VS
BGSU VS. NIU // 6PM
VOLLEYBALL

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9TH

VS
BGSU VS. AKRON // 12PM
FOOTBALL

VS
BGSU VS. WMU // 5PM
VOLLEYBALL
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 10TH

“

VS

— Scot Loeffler —
BGSU Head Football Coach
In the end, McDonald
finished 29/45 for 263 yards and
a touchdown. Leading the way
on the ground was running back
Jaison Patterson with 60 yards.
For the Golden Flashes, Crum
finished 15/28 for 134 yards. He
added 93 yards on the ground and
one touchdown. Wide Receiver
Dante Cephas was the Flashes’
leading receiver with 64 yards on
six catches.
The Falcons (2-3) return home
to the Doyt on Oct. 9 to take on the
Akron Zips. The Golden Flashes
(2-3)host the Buffalo Bulls on Oct.
9 as well.
For more information about the
game, check out bgsufalcons.com

BGSU VS. MIAMI // 1PM
WOMENS SOCCER

FOR MORE

VISIT:

BG Falcon Media
BGFALCONMEDIA.COM FOR BG
NEWS AND MORE INFO

WBGU-FM 88.1 BROADCASTING TO BG
AND OTHER SURROUNDING AREAS
BGSUFALCONS.COM FOR BGSU
ATHLETIC EVENTS AND TICKET SALES
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OPINION
Candidates for issues
affecting students
Nate Halm | Opinion Writer
As students at Bowling Green State
University, we often hear the phrase,
“A Public University for the Public
Good”. We may dismiss this as a
slogan or marketing campaign, but
come this November we have a great
opportunity to advocate for the Public
Good right here in our community.
We are not just students at an
institution of higher learning.
We are important members of a
community where people live, work
and build lives in.
Like any community, we have a
responsibility to be engaged and
active citizens, and one way we can
do that is by using our voices to
support candidates running for local
office that share our values.

We are important
members of a community
where people live, work
and build lives in.
The issues on the table in this
election will affect the future of Bowling
Green and will also have a tremendous
impact on the way students live and
interact with the city. Perhaps the
most direct issue that affects students
living in Bowling Green is the issue of
mandated rental inspections.
This issue has been debated for
decades in Bowling Green, but ever
since Councilman At-Large Jeff
Dennis introduced a bill to mandate
independent rental inspections in
April earlier this year, the issue has
taken on new energy.
All students have the opportunity
to move off campus after their
second year. This creates a large
demand for rental units in the city
and presents students with a simple
choice: rent from landlords in
Bowling Green or pay higher prices
to continue to live on campus.
With most students only needing
housing for two to three years at a
time, landlords in the city see a high
turnover rate in tenants making it
easier for some to justify relaxed
maintenance standards and subpar
living conditions.
These incentives have reared ugly
results recently as more and more
students are speaking out about
their living situations in off-campus
rental units.

One only needs to look at last
semester’s great investigative piece
by Falcon Media entitled, “The Hell
Hole” to see the current state of rental
housing in Bowling Green. Students
living in the city temporarily should
not have to face uncomfortable, and
often unsafe, or unhealthy living
conditions just because most of us
are temporary residents.
This is an economic inequity issue
as well. Lower-income tenants already
have limited options for housing and
by requesting maintenance in their
homes they may jeopardize their
access to housing. It should not be
the tenant’s responsibility to push for
their landlord to follow health and
safety guidelines, this is something
the city can and should ensure for
our neighbors.
This issue will be on the ballot
indirectly as candidates both for and
against inspections and stricter health
and safety guidelines are running for
seats on Bowling Green City Council.
The candidates on the ballot that
have been most vocal in prioritizing
holding landlords accountable
and advocating for students are
Nick Rubando and Joel O’Dorisio.
Rubando is a First Ward candidate,
which encompasses the vast majority
of off-campus students between
Main Street and Thurstin Avenue.
Students have played a prominent
role in Rubando’s campaign since the
beginning, and because of this, he
has been able to synthesize student
concerns with the concerns of
longtime BG residents in the ward.
O’Dorisio is running for the
Second Ward, which contains
apartment developments such
as Copper Beech, Campbell Hill,
Falcon’s Pointe and The Edge.
Students will comprise a large
number of voters for both of these
candidates. We have the power to
influence their decision-making
while in office, either to lend support
when they stand on the correct side
of an issue or be critical when they
waver. Living in a rental unit myself,
I have been affected first-hand, and
because of their advocacy, they have
earned my support and my vote. n
For more information about this
article and the issue of
sustainability in our community,
go to bgfalconmedia.com.

Trump’s hold on Ohio grows
with Gonzalez departure
Matthew Gergely | Opinion Writer

S

ometimes you just
have to call it quits. For
Congressman Anthony
Gonzalez, the shadow
of the 45th President
looms far and wide across the
Republican ranks.
Gonzalez and the former
president haven’t had the best
relationship. Gonzalez was one
of the 10 House Republicans
that voted to impeach Donald
Trump during his second
impeachment. Trump and his
supporters responded by marking
the congressman and going to
his home to publicly smear and
campaign against him.
It wasn’t a coincidence that
Trump’s first stop on his postpresidency schedule of rallies
was in Wellington, Ohio, located
in Lorain County. Congressman
Gonzalez’s 16th District covers
part of northeast Ohio, and Trump
used the opportunity to announce
his support for a former White
House aide, Max Miller, who will
most likely be filling Gonzalez’s
shoes in the House, bearing a
redistricting change.
While in Wellington, Trump
put Gonzalez and the other
Republicans In Name Only —
RINOs — on blast, calling the
Ohio congressman in particular
“a sellout and fake Republican.”
Miller received the President’s full
endorsement and support.
“There is no greater fighter
that this country has ever had,
and I have never had a greater
role model than President
Donald J. Trump,” Miller said,
according to CNN.
“RINO” is used by Trump in
targeting dissident members of his
own party and signals that what
it means to be a Republican is
now linked to your support of the
former President.
The departure of Republicans
like Gonzalez, and their
replacements like Miller, signal the
lasting effect Trumpism still has

We might see
Ohio turn into the hotbed
for the emergence
of pro-trump sentiment.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NASA HQ

in the Republican Party, and Ohio in
particular. Ohio in the last election
voted overwhelmingly for the former
president — and Trump and his
party seem pretty solid in place in
both federal and state offices.
So what does this mean for Ohio
Republicans? With Senator Rob
Portman also stepping down after
the 2022 election, we might see
Ohio turn into a hotbed for the
emergence of pro-trump sentiment.
Republicans that don’t meet the
criteria of being loyal enough to
Trump might find themselves
having their seats challenged
by zealous allies of the former
president. Those that don’t conform
will be labeled RINOs marked and
outcasted by the party.
Trump has always commanded
loyalty from allies that support his
cause. This has its strengths when
dealing with the world of business
and the private sector. However,
when you bring that same sentiment
over to public office, you rapidly
increase the levels of partisanship
that already is drowning Washington.
Donald Trump has taken over the
reins of the GOP for the last 5 years,
and after his failed re-election, he
refused to hand them over.
Many supporters of Trump
are the kind of people he prefers:

people that are loyal to him and
only him. The word Republican
is a synonym for support for
Trump. If you are against Trump
you are against the Republican
Party and if you’re against the
party, you’re against Trump. This
mindset might have compelled
more moderates, like Portman
and Gonzalez, to retire rather
than continue their membership
in a party that neither of them
believe in anymore. Their
replacements will have great
company in Congress with the
likes of Marjorie Taylor Greene,
Jim Jordan and Ted Cruz.
So what can we look forward
to in the midterm elections next
year? Well for Republican voters,
this election has the possibility
to solidify the Trump grasp on
the Republican party in Ohio and
other states. Republicans will
have to choose between risking
their own seats and going against
the president, or cuddle up to the
swamp he has created around
himself.
However, with any election
in our democratic process, the
power ultimately lies in the hands
of the people. Go out, make your
voices heard and exercise your
right to vote in November. n
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BGSU professor indicted for child rape
Hunter Huffman | Digital Director
Megan Finke | Managing Editor
Charles Ryan | Reporter
BGSU associate professor Timothy Davis was
indicted by the Lucas County Common Pleas
Court last month for three counts of firstdegree rape of a minor.
First-degree rape is considered having
non-consensual sexual intercourse with a
minor under the age of 13, according to the
Ohio Revised Code. This felony can carry jail
sentences of three to 11 years and up to a
$20,000 fine; however, Davis could face a life
sentence without parole because his alleged
victim was a child younger than 10 years old as
determined by the grand jury.
Davis pleaded not guilty to the allegations in
indictments by the Lucas County Grand Jury.
The charges are for incidents that allegedly
occurred between March 1 and Aug. 8, 2021.
Davis is in Lucas County Corrections Center
where his bond is held at $200,000 per charge,
totalling $600,000 at no 10% bail.
Police arrested Davis on Sept. 8 at 3 p.m.,
according to Corrections Center records, and
booked him at 5:11 p.m. Davis, who teaches

Davis, who teaches biological sciences
at BGSU, was part of an Ohio State
University-hosted conference as a guest
speaker the morning of his arrest.
PHOTO COURTESY OF LUCAS COUNTY CORRECTIONS CENTER

biological sciences at BGSU, was part of an
Ohio State University-hosted conference as a
guest speaker the morning of his arrest.
BGSU has previously recognized Davis for
his research on algal blooms in Lake Erie. In
May 2019, he received the Gears of Government
President’s Award in Washington, D.C. for
“significantly advancing rapid and remote
detection of harmful algal bloom toxins,”
according to a BGSU press release.
He is also listed on BGSU’s website as a
researcher with the Great Lakes Center for
Fresh Waters and Human Health, a BGSUbased project that partners nationally with
nine universities to study various facets of

algal blooms. His work has been published
in various research journals, with the most
recent journal article published shortly after
his arrest.
In a statement from the university, BGSU
Spokesperson Alex Solis addressed the
indictments.
“The university has placed this employee
on paid leave, pending an investigation.
BGSU has no further comment regarding this
personnel matter,” Solis said. n
For the rest of the article, check out
bgfalconmedia.com.

1. Platter
2. Within
3. Norse god
4. Fender blemish
5. Spare
6. Milky
7. Consecrate
8. Neck artery
9. Dash
10. Robotic
11. Hate
12. Pee
13. Bounded along
21. Raider
24. Breakfast strip
25. Jar tops
26. Afresh
27. 10 cent coin
28. Found on cave
ceilings
30. A type of keyboard
instrument

HALLOWEEN
HEADQUARTERS

Make one-of-a-kind costumes
at scary good prices!
Sunday
Monday - Saturday
10 AM to 8 PM 11 AM to 5 PM
1058 N. Main Street
www.goodwillnwohio.com

1. Thermionic tube
6. Shoestring
10. Mangle
14. Alphabetical listing of topics
15. A Freudian stage
16. River of Spain
17. Scrimp
18. Daughter of Zeus and Demeter
19. Flake
20. Sorrow for sin
22. Sharpen
23. Regarding
24. Exposed
25. Boys
29. Where the Pope lives
31. First
33. Based on ten number system
37. Request
38. Place
39. Be uncomfortably hot
41. Roman household gods

42.
44.
45.
48.
50.
51.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

Indebtedness
Dregs
A type of cold water
Clobbered
Part of a plant
Prodigious
Decorative case
Game on horseback
Latin name for our planet
Shopping place
Angers
Mournful poem
Anagram of "Sees"
French for "Head"
Ascends

bg
news

BUCKET
LIST 2021

✔ Visit an art gallery
or music event
Go to events.bgsu.edu
to find a full schedule of
arts and musical events
happening throughout
the year.

✔ Dine at SamB’s
with your
family
With parents’ weekend
around the corner, visit
downtown BG to dine
at SamB’s new location
at 146 N Main Street.
SamB’s is a perfect spot
to ‘get spoiled’ by your
loved ones for a lunch
or dinner outing this
weekend.

32.
34.
35.
36.
40.
41.

Foreword
Spouse
Away from the wind
Not more
Repair
Ask someone to
marry you
43. Talisman
45. Cream (cooking term)
46. Smidgens
47. Turns bad
49. Go in
51. Expectoration
52. Sandwich shop
53. Mining finds
54. Desire
55. Articulates

✔Attend a BGSU
Hockey Game
Take a look at the BGSU
Athletics website to find a
full schedule of sporting
events to attend this fall.
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HALLOWEEN
EDITIONS

Wednesday 10.20.21
Wednesday 10.27.21
• Haunted Houses
• Jack-O-Lanterns
• Costume Contests

